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A Speech-based Productive Engagement Metric
for Real-time Human-Robot Interaction in

Collaborative Educational Contexts
Jauwairia Nasir, Barbara Bruno, Mohamed Chetouani, and Pierre Dillenbourg,

Abstract—One of the major challenges in educational contexts is to correctly interpret the student’s learning process in real-time,
which is a necessary pre-requisite for timely and appropriate interventions. In educational HRI, multiple solutions have been proposed
to endow robots with this key ability, typically relying on observable proxies such as in-task performance, affective behavior,
engagement with the robot, etc. In this methodology paper, we propose and validate a metric for the real-time analysis of the behaviour
of learners, allowing to assess whether they are engaged in meaningful learning behaviours. Specifically, building on the previously
proposed concept of Productive Engagement, that inherently links learning with engagement, we hereby propose methods to quantify
and compute it reliably in real-time. The training and testing of the methods is done using the open access PE-HRI-temporal dataset,
that provides team level multi-modal temporal behavioral data, built from a study done with 68 students (34 teams) in a collaborative
human-human educational activity mediated by a robot.

Index Terms—engagement, human-robot interaction, real-time assessment, time-series analysis, speech-based metrics, collaborative
learning
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1 INTRODUCTION

ONE of the biggest challenges faced by teachers in class-
rooms is to identify whether and when the students are

engaged in behaviors that are meaningful for learning, and
react appropriately. To do so, the teacher needs to be able
to assess the learners in real-time, for the whole duration of
the session, and in relation with all the factors influencing
the learning process such as the material/activity in use,
the partner(s) in collaborative learning settings, as well as
the surrounding environment. The better this assessment of
the learner’s engagement is, the higher are the chances of
identifying an appropriate and effective course of action.
Multi-modal temporal behavioural measures of learners are
key for this assessment, as they allow to look at learning
as a process that evolves over time as well as from various view
points, since the different modalities provide complementary
insights and granularity. Indeed, more and more studies in
the context of learning analytics use them to understand and
characterize the learning process and its evolution [1], [2].

While learning analytics traditionally aims at supporting
human teachers, or human learners in self-regulated learn-
ing scenarios [3], [4], [5] by building adaptive systems, the
rise of social robots in educational contexts [6], [7], [8] has
highlighted the need of endowing the robots with similar
assessment capabilities required by human teachers, thus
leading to exploring the use of learning analytics as a real-
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time decision-making policy for social robots. The goal of
this article is to investigate how multi-modal temporal be-
havioral data of learners can be used to construct real-time
metrics allowing a social robot to assess whether learners
are engaging in meaningful learning behaviours.

The learning assessment, i.e., the process by which avail-
able information is used to inform the behavior and/or
interventions of the robot, is currently approached from
multiple angles. According to a survey by [7], the type of
information typically used by the robot for the assessment
is either cognitive or affective or both. In some cases, with
the aforementioned type of information in addition to other
behavioral data, the robot assesses constructs such as at-
tention, motivation, etc. that, by the HRI and learning an-
alytics literature, are broadly classified under the umbrella
of engagement or interchangeably referred to as engagement.
These constructs are then considered to be representative of
learning.

Among the former group, i.e. cognitive, in [9], the robot
uses the in-task performance of students solving grid-based
logic puzzles to build personalization models allowing it
to provide the most relevant lesson corresponding to their
weakest skill. In a comparison against a non-personalizing
approach, the authors saw a one-sigma improvement in
the post-tests between the experimental and control group.
Similarly, in [10], a robot that looks at the students’ perfor-
mance in mathematical concepts to provide personalized,
non-task related, breaks for cognitive rest, reveals benefits
both in terms of efficiency and accuracy in completing the
problems. In-task performance is also used in [11], where
the robot maintains a belief about students’ mastery of the
mathematical problems at hand as well as their engage-
ment in the task using an Assistive Tutor POMDP, which
drives its decisions concerning whether and how to provide
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help. Higher learning gains were found for students who
interacted with such adaptive robot, compared to those
who interacted with a robot adopting a fixed help action
strategy. While these references agree on and highlight the
benefits arising from taking in-task performance into account
in the robot’s real-time intervention strategy, this metric
might not always be available. Indeed, in-task performance
as a learning assessment measure assumes that most (if not
all) actions taken by the learner during the learning activity
can unequivocally be labelled as either right or wrong,
an assumption which does not necessarily hold true for
constructive and/or exploratory problem solving activities.

Further, in [12], a social robot, in a chess playing long-
term scenario with primary school students, adapts its ac-
tions (expressive behaviors and speech utterances) accord-
ing to the affective state of the child based on both visual
cues in addition to a cognitive source of information that is
the state of the game. The robot is evaluated on children’s
perception of social presence, social support and engage-
ment. Then in the context of second language learning
in [13], a robot that personalizes its motivational strategies
based on its affective reinforcement learning algorithm that
takes the child’s valence and engagement as input signals,
was found to be increasing the valence of the students
significantly more than those who interacted with a non-
personalizing robot. Another long-term study [14] in story
telling context found that an affective policy trained using
reinforcement learning approach successfully personalized
to each child and led to a boost in their learning outcomes
and engagement. [15] show that a robot that evaluates user
attention, in a memory task, using EEG and tries to regain
diminishing attention levels improves student recall abilities
by 43% over the baseline. Similarly, [16] proposed an affect
(using facial images) and behavior (using pose estimation)
recognition system to capture the dynamics of a classroom
setting whereby the state of each student in the classroom
is used by a robot teacher to decide an appropriate action
to choose. They found that while such a robot leads to no
significant improvement over the baseline conditions when
it comes to understanding of the lectures speech content, it
does lead to an increase in, what they define as, engage-
ment. Then, in [17], the authors show how motivation in
learning, evaluated through a self-reported questionnaire, is
linked with observable sub-optimal help seeking behaviors
in a mathematical problem and later demonstrate how a
tutoring robot uses this information to improve behavior
and learning outcomes. A lot more supervised engagement
models, annotated by labels provided by human observers,
can be found in non-educational and/or non-HRI settings
[?], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22] where the idea is to build them
for the robot to automatically assess user engagement in
real-time.

As the afore-discussed literature suggests, measures of
engagement could be the way to obtain a real-time assess-
ment of a learner’s status that is, at least to some extent,
independent from the learning activity at hand. However,
state-of-the-art models of engagement in learning scenarios
often look to increase engagement with the agent as a way
to mediate the learning outcomes. But is engagement with
the robot always the same as engagement with the task at
hand? And when resorting to human observers’ annotations

of engagement, can we ensure that their understanding
of what “being engaged in learning” should look like is
coherent and correct?

In an effort to overcome these challenges, we previously
proposed the concept of Productive Engagement, defined
as “a hidden hypothesis that links multi-modal behaviors
of the users to learning” or simply the engagement that is
conducive to the learning process [23]. Intuitively, we concep-
tualized and validated the existence of a data-driven metric
that inherently links learning (in a particular context) with
observable behaviors known to be indicators for engage-
ment [23].

In this article, we investigate method(s) for computing
Productive Engagement reliably and online, allowing a robot
to gauge in real-time the level of engagement that is conducive
to learning displayed by the learners and adapt its behaviour
accordingly. Please note that real-time in this work means
the inputs for audio and video are received every second,
for log data every time an action is performed, while the
output, information that a robot can use, is calculated every
ten seconds. Concretely, the contribution of this article is
twofold: (1) we investigate how real-time metrics allowing a
robot to assess whether learners are engaged in meaningful
learning behaviours can be constructed, using the Productive
Engagement framework as a reference; (2) we implement sev-
eral data-driven methodologies for the computation of such
Productive Engagement metrics, measuring and discussing
their performance on our publicly available dataset. Thus,
this makes the article predominantly a methodology paper.

The article is organized as follows: we first start off with
highlighting related work. This is followed by a section on
productive engagement as a concept and its validation done
previously, following a section on how we frame our prob-
lem at hand by breaking down the research question. After
this, we expand on our dataset and the methodology which
is then followed with results, discussion, and conclusion.

2 RELATED WORK

The problem we address is very easy to intuitively grasp:
we want a robot to be able to tell whether a student is learning
by the way they act within a learning activity. This goal stands
on three required abilities: i) the ability to reliably measure
students’ learning; ii) the ability to reliably track students’
actions within the learning activity; iii) the ability to cor-
rectly link the former with the latter.

2.1 Measuring learning

Concerning the first requirement, the discipline of learning
sciences has long formalized the concept of learning gain as
the difference in a student’s knowledge in a given domain
before and after a learning activity (i.e., a class, a course, a
task, etc.). The simplest way of measuring learning gain is
thus to calculate the difference between the scores obtained
in a pre- and a post-test on the topic. More specifically,
absolute and relative learning gains respectively indicate how
much the learner has learned of all the knowledge available
and of all the knowledge the participant didn’t posses prior
to engaging in the learning activity. While such tests are
a straightforward and robust way of measuring learning,
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they make the information about students’ learning only
available after the activity is over. Bayesian Knowledge
Tracing (BKT) and its variants [24], [25] are among the most
popular tools developed in the field of multi-modal learning
analytics to overcome this limitation and analyze and model
learners’ behaviors in real-time. With the increasing amount
of sensory data available, various machine learning methods
are also being employed such as sequence pattern mining,
Neural Networks, Hidden Markov Models (HMMs), etc.
[26], [27], [28], [29], [30]. Some approaches even use such
models for real-time prediction [31]. However, it is still not
a common practice for educational social robots to make use
of such learner models in real-time.

2.2 Measuring engagement

Researchers in educational Human-Robot Interaction (HRI)
as well as from the field of learning analytics have tried
to formalize the quality of a student’s interaction with the
learning activity with the concept of engagement, although
a consensus is far from being reached. Indeed, engagement
has been defined and measured in various ways, which also
means that comparisons between different studies that build
models of engagement is often not straightforward.

As highlighted by [32], [33], a commonly adopted ap-
proach to define engagement is to look at it as a process that
occurs during the interaction, or, more formally, as “the pro-
cess by which individuals in an interaction start, maintain
and end their perceived connection during interactions they
jointly undertake” [34]. At the same time, an opposite but
equally popular approach views engagement as a state that
defines the quality of interaction. For example, [35] define it
as “the value that a participant in an interaction attributes to
the goal of being together with the other participant(s) and
continuing interaction”. Furthermore, there is a distinction
made in the HRI literature regarding the context/scenario that
can either be social, task or social-task, as defined by [36]:
“task engagement where there is a task and the participant
starts to enjoy the task he is doing, social engagement
which considers being engaged with another party of which
there is no task included and social-task engagement which
includes interaction with another (e.g., robot) where both
cooperate with each other to perform some task”.

Concerning approaches for measuring engagement, one
of the most commonly employed methods is automated
log file and sensor data analysis. It entails making use of
behavioral data captured by various sensors such as in-
teraction/activity logs, audio and video sources, and even
physiological sensors. Some of the most common cues that
are observed for analyzing engagement from such sensory
data include but are not limited to: interaction traces with the
task, speech behaviors, affective states, gaze, gestures and pos-
ture [16], [19], [22], [37], [38], [39], [40]. Such cues are either
observed individually or in a combination. Indeed, while
multi-modal behavioral data of participants has shown the
potential to provide better and improved models, they come
with the disadvantage of requiring higher processing power
and time.

A last lens for categorizing engagement assessment ap-
proaches is to consider the analysis method. For exam-
ple, some methods directly search for specific engagement

cues/events such as valence, nods, directed gaze, back
channeling, etc. and their presence/absence quantifies en-
gagement [13], [41]. In such methods, engagement is directly
measured at the level of the features that are extracted.
Then there are other methods that use supervised machine
learning where we can control the features that are fed
to the system but then the system learns a mapping from
these features to engagement. Further, there are also some
methods recently employed with deep learning techniques
that can directly learn a mapping from the raw input vari-
ables to engagement. In both of these last two methods, we
often do not have an idea what the representation looks
like and more often than not, the labels come from human
annotations [?], [20], [22], [42], [43].

2.3 Linking learning and engagement

Many educational HRI applications simply assume learning
outcomes to be positively correlated with engagement (often
intended as engagement with the robot and not necessarily
the learning activity as a whole) and exclusively focus on the
former. Hence, in many of such cases, engagement with the
robot is set as a goal to maximize. As an example, in [15], [44],
as well as other works discussed in Section ??, the robot’s
goal is to improve the affective behavior of the students, or
their in-task performance, under the assumption that this
will have a direct positive effect on their learning.

Attempts at capturing and modelling the link between
real-time behavioural data of students and their learning
often rely on the annotations of human experts, or self-
assessment by the learners themselves, as ground truth.
Such labelled data can then be used to build machine learn-
ing models, such as in [20], or to provide informative cues,
such as in [17]. However, due to the known issue of low
inter-rater and intra-rater agreement, there is a need to strip
this real-time assessment from the subjectivity inherently
attached to such annotations, which stems from the different
interpretations of the human experts regarding what being
engaged in the learning process looks like. This argument is
also supported by the fact that data annotation is expensive,
both in terms of time and effort. Furthermore, understanding
what the engagement that pertains to learning is and being
able to assess it in real-time are two different questions
and the methodology that can serve one purpose may
not necessarily directly transfer to the other. Indeed, while
approaches favouring the first objective might sacrifice real-
time performance for accuracy, solutions striving to achieve
the second goal might rather sacrifice accuracy for a faster
and lighter assessment.

3 PRODUCTIVE ENGAGEMENT

The concept of Productive Engagement (PE) is motivated by
the following gaps and challenges, as highlighted in the two
previous sections:

1) While it is often assumed that engagement and
learning, as previously discussed, have a linear re-
lationship, this is not proven.

2) Many automatic models of engagement rely on
human annotators and often suffer from low inter-
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Fig. 1: Learners and a robot engaging with the JUSThink
activity.

and intra-rater agreement because of the subjective
nature of this construct.

3) Open-ended learning environments typically envi-
sion failure as a means towards learning and do not
allow for the definition of straightforward in-task
performance metrics.

4) Learning happens in real-time and cannot wait just
because the sensors or the robot need more time.
As a consequence, reliable and fast real-time assess-
ment of the students’ learning is crucial.

In our previous article we define engagement with the
learning process, i.e. Productive Engagement, as the engage-
ment that should be maximized in order to maximize learn-
ing [23]. Endowing a robot with the ability to track such an
engagement measure would also inform it about when not
to intervene and let the children be, i.e., ensuring that all of
its interventions are truly effective.

With respect to the different approaches for engagement
definition outlined in Section 2.2, since learning is a pro-
cess [45], we consider productive engagement as a process
and consisting of both a social and a task element [23].
More specifically, we define the social element of productive
engagement as the evolution of the quality and quantity of
the verbal and non-verbal social interaction with other entities
(learners and robots) whereas its task element is defined as
the evolution of the quality and quantity of the interaction with
the task.

Concretely, building on a multi-modal dataset [46] gen-
erated from a study involving 68 students interacting with
the JUSThink open-ended learning activity [47] (shown in
Figure 1), in [23] we validated, in a data-driven manner,
the existence of a hidden link between students’ behaviours
and their learning; hence, moving away from performance
driven metrics catering for (3). Simply put, students closer
to the pedagogical goal of understanding indeed behaved
differently from those who did not end up learning. More
specifically, targeting challenge (1) highlighted above, in [48]
we identify that out of the three distinct sets of behaviours
displayed by the students during the activity, two sets are
linked with higher learning, i.e., are displayed by those
students who are productively engaged with the activity
(denoted as Type 1 gainers and Type 2 gainers), while the
latter set is displayed by the non-productively engaged
teams, denoted as the non-gainers. High speech activity, high
speech overlap and fewer longer pauses are the behavioral
characteristics that distinguish both types of gainers from
the non-gainers. Conversely, the difference between the
two types of gainers seem to relate to the interplay be-
tween their problem solving strategies and emotional states,
with one type of gainers exhibiting more global patterns
of exploration-exploitation and expressing more frustration
than the other. Based on these characteristics, we termed the
two types of gainers and non-gainers as Expressive Explorers,
Calm Tinkerers, and Silent Wanderers, respectively.

Going back to the the analysis method of automatic
assessment of engagement in real-time, we employ a mix
of two methods, described in section 2.2, where to circum-
navigate the issue of subjectivity associated with human
provided labels highlighted in (2), we use data-driven meth-
ods to surface the labels automatically which can either
be used to build models like in (2) or directly be used as
an assessment metric depending on the constraints of the
setup; hence, reducing to a metric that is generated based on
certain cues found conducing to the engagement we require
the robot to seek. Keeping the aforementioned methods of
automatic assessment of engagement as well as our defini-
tion for productive engagement, quality of interactions would
then refer to those behaviors that discriminate learning whereas
quantity of interactions would refer to where on the continuum
do those behaviors lie, i.e., should that behavior be more or
less.

In this paper, we investigate the temporal behavioral data
from the same study. This is where we start off by breaking
down our research question, in the next section, to navigate
better through the problem at hand that is reliable real-time
assessment of productive engagement catering for (4).

4 PROBLEM STATEMENT

As defined above, Productive Engagement can be considered
as behavioral patterns conducive to learning. In the following,
we will focus on each of the terms, also referred to as factors
of our problem statement, in this definition individually to
clarify the boundaries of the problem at hand, i.e.,:

• ways of representing learning
• ways of mapping behavioral patterns to learning
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t_start t_end

t_start t_endt_1 t_1 t_2 t_2

Learning represented by a sequence
of behavioral data --> 1 data point

Learning represented by a collection of time-
stamped windows of behavioral data -->

multiple data points

Fig. 2: Representation of learning during a learning activity
as a continuous process (top) or as a sequence of time-
stamped windows (bottom).

4.1 Treatment of Learning
As shown in Figure 2, students’ learning during the activity
can be represented in two different ways:

• as an undivided process with a single label. Intu-
itively, this approach assumes that learning occurs
in unforeseeable modes throughout the activity and
thus no discretization is meaningful implying a need
to observe the complete interaction process as a
whole. Systems for the analysis of learning should
thus consider the whole interaction as a single data
point. This also implies that such systems would then
have one output label for the whole interaction.

• as a collection of individually labelled time-stamped
windows. The intuition behind this approach is that
learning “builds up over time” during the activity,
and thus discretization is meaningful. Under this
light, each time-stamped window on its own can
provide meaningful information about the amount
of progress in learning made within that time. Sys-
tems for the analysis of learning thus view a single
interaction as composed of multiple, sequential data
points. This also implies that each data point would
then have an individual output label.

In the latter case, there are multiple ways to consider
the link between one window and the next, making it
more or less strong. Non-incremental approaches envision
the data corresponding to a window to only refer to what
happened within that window, with the timestamp being
the only feature retaining information about the ordering of
windows. Incremental approaches, conversely, envision the
data corresponding to a window to refer to everything that
happened until that window, with all features thus retaining
information about the ordering of windows.

While the view of learning as a continuous, indivisible
process is closer to the perspective of learning science [45],
[49] interventions need to occur before the end of the activity
to be meaningful. Hence, the second approach is closer to

the perspective of practitioners and designers of system,
such as social robots, aiming to have a direct impact on
the learning process while it occurs. The use of incremental
approaches might be an effective compromise between the
two perspectives.

When we talk about the ways in which behavioral pat-
terns can be conducive to learning, we can assume learning
to evolve either linearly or non-linearly, as represented in
Figure 3.

To elaborate, linear modelling would entail that we
assume the learning process to be linear; and hence, use
the information available at the end of the process, i.e., if the
learners ended up learning or not, to generate a label for
the full sequence of the team (when looked as a whole) as
well as for each window in that sequence. With such labels,
classifiers can tell if a team would end up as gainers or not.
However, even those who are predicted to be gainers may
oscillate between productive and unproductive phases, i.e.,
here the assumption is that learning evolves non-linearly
as represented in the right-hand side graphs in Figure 3;
hence, extracting information at the end of the process is
not enough. For this, we require a continuous quantity for
each team that is affected by the information available in the
current point in time.

For the former case, we make use of our previous re-
sults [48] where the label generating approach returns one
label for each team. The label indicates if the team will
end up being productively engaged or not. On the other
hand, to generate a continuous quantity, we utilize those
features that we found to be discriminatory between gainers
and non-gainers to generate a value ∈ [0, 1] that tries to
quantify productive engagement. This will be elaborated in
the upcoming sections.

4.2 Treatment of Behavioral Patterns

As shown in Figures 4 and 5, there are also two ways to
envision the mapping between behavioural patterns and
learning:

• the direct mapping approach, as shown in Figure 4,
envisions differences in behaviors to directly relate
to differences in learning. Under this assumption,
the analysis of differences in learning can be done in
the space of the behavioural data itself via clustering
methods such as K-nearest neighbours (KNNs) or in
a transformed space but such that the transformation
is linear, for example, with dimensionality reduction
methods such as PCA followed by clustering meth-
ods.

• the indirect mapping approach, as shown in Figure 5,
envisions differences in behaviors to indirectly relate
to differences in learning, thus necessarily requiring
a transformation from the space of the behavioural
patterns to the space of learning where we have little
to no idea about how the transformation looks like
and the transformation is non-linear. Classification
methods such as Support Vector Machine (SVM),
Random Forests (RF) and Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) Neural Networks inherently perform such
transformation.
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Fig. 3: Representation of evolution of learning: in the left hand side figures, it is assumed that learning evolves linearly
while in the right hand figures, the assumption is that learning evolves non-linearly where t, L, g, and ng represent time,
learning, gainers and non-gainers. The thicker/green lines correspond to the gainers.

TABLE 1: Characterization of Productive Engagement

Characterization of PE Description Outcome

PE Labels By generating one label for each sequence or all
windows in that sequence as explained in [50]

A team is predicted to end up as a productively or
non-productively engaged team.

PE Score By generating a different score for each window in
a sequence

A team is assessed/predicted to be productively or
non-productively engaged at this moment in time.

TABLE 2: Factors of our problem statement and their associated Characteristics

Factors Values they can assume Assumption(s) Methods How is PE characterized?

Mapping
between
behaviors and
Learning

Direct Raw input data itself can sur-
face meaningful representa-
tions

Clustering with or with-
out dimensionality re-
duction techniques like
KNN, PCA, respectively

Using either direct rep-
resentations of behavioral
clusters or PE Labels

Indirect Mapping to a new space can
introduce generalizability

Classification techniques
like SVM, RF, LSTM

Learning Undivided process with a
single label

Learning occurs in unpre-
dictable times and modes

Systems that analyze se-
quential data (classifiers)

PE Labels

Collection of individually
labelled time-stamped
windows

Each smaller window holds
information about the pro-
cess of learning

Systems that analyze
discrete data (classifiers,
regressors, dynamic as-
sessment, clustering)

PE labels/PE Score

Evolution of
Learning

Linear Learning process is linear Classifiers PE Labels

Non-linear Learning process evolves
non-linearly

Regressors, dynamic as-
sessment

PE Score

Behaviors

(may have a linear
transformation in

between)  

Space that allows to
discriminate between

gainers and non-gainers

Fig. 4: Representation of a direct mapping between behav-
ioral patterns and learning.

Tying everything altogether in this section, we first recap
the ways of characterizing Productive Engagement (PE) in
Table 1. Then, all the factors in the problem statement,
values that they can take, the assumptions those values
carry, methods to formalize the values, and how PE is being

Behaviors

non-linear
transformation
to a new space transformed

space  

Space that allows to
discriminate between

gainers and non-gainers

Fig. 5: Representation of an indirect mapping between be-
havioral patterns and learning.

characterized for each of them is summarized in Table 2.
Briefly, the afore-discussed section provides the motivation
for selecting the various methods for our analysis.
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TABLE 3: Multi-modal features from our PE-HRI-Temporal dataset

Feature Name Description

Log Features

T add/( inc) The number of times a team added an edge on the map in that window/(until that window)

T remove/( inc) The number of times a team removed an edge from the map in that window/(until that window)

T ratio add rem/( inc) The ratio of addition of edges over deletion of edges by a team in that window/(until that window)

T action/( inc) The total number of actions taken by a team (add, delete, submit, presses on the screen) in that
window/(until that window)

Redundant exist/( inc) The number of times the team had redundant edges in their map in that window/(until that window)

T hist/( inc) The number of times a team opened the sub-window with history of their previous solutions in that
window/(until that window)

T1 T1 add/( inc) The number of times either of the two members in the team followed the pattern consecutively: I
delete an edge, I add it back in that window/(until that window)

T1 T1 rem/( inc) The number of times either of the two members in the team followed the pattern consecutively: I add
an edge, I then delete it in that window/(until that window)

T1 T2 add/( inc) The number of times the members of the team followed the pattern consecutively: I delete an edge,
you add it back in that window/(until that window)

T1 T2 rem/( inc) The number of times the members of the team followed the pattern consecutively: I add an edge, you
then delete it in that window/(until that window)

T help/( inc) The number of times a team opened the instructions manual in that windo/(until that window)w

Video Features: Affective states and Gaze

Positive Valence/( inc) The average value of positive valence for the team in that window/(until that window)

Negative Valence/( inc) The average value of negative valence for the team in that window/(until that window)

Difference in Valence/( inc) The difference of the average value of positive and negative valence for the team in that window/(until
that window)

Arousal/( inc) The average value of arousal for the team in that window/(until that window)

Gaze at Partner/( inc) The average of the the two team member’s gaze when looking at their partner in that window/(until
that window). Each individual member’s gaze is calculated as a percentage of time in that win-
dow/(until that window).

Gaze at Robot/( inc) The average of the the two team member’s gaze when looking at the robot in that window/(until that
window). Each individual member’s gaze is calculated as a percentage of time in that window/(until
that window).

Gaze other/( inc) The average of the the two team member’s gaze when looking in the direction opposite to the robot
in that window/(until that window). Each individual member’s gaze is calculated as a percentage of
time in that window/(until that window).

Gaze at Screen Left/( inc) The average of the the two team member’s gaze when looking at the left side of the screen in that
window/(until that window). Each individual member’s gaze is calculated as a percentage of time in
that window/(until that window).

Gaze at Screen Right/( inc) The average of the the two team member’s gaze when looking at the right side of the screen in that
window/(until that window). Each individual member’s gaze is calculated as a percentage of time in
that window/(until that window).

Audio Features: Speech

Speech Activity/( inc) The average of the two team member’s speech activity in that window/(until that window). Each
individual member’s speech activity is calculated as a percentage of time that they are speaking in
that window/(until that window).

Silence/( inc) The average of the two team member’s silence in that window/(until that window). Each individual
member’s silence is calculated as a percentage of time in that window/(until that window).

Short Pauses/( inc) The average of the two team member’s short pauses over their speech activity in that window/(until
that window). Each individual member’s short pause refers to a brief pause of 0.15 seconds and is
calculated as a percentage of time in that window/(until that window).

Long Pauses/( inc) The average of the two team members long pauses over their speech activity in that window/(until
that window). Each individual member’s long pause refers to a pause of 1.5 seconds and is calculated
as a percentage of time in that window/(until that window).

Speech Overlap/( inc) The average percentage of time the speech of the team members overlaps in that window/(until that
window).

Overlap to Speech Ratio/( inc) The ratio of the speech overlap over the speech activity of the team in that window/(until that
window).
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5 METHODS

5.1 Dataset

For this paper, we rely on our multi-modal temporal
dataset [51]. The dataset was collected in a study conducted
at several schools in Switzerland involving a total of 98
students (reduced to 68, i.e. 34 teams, due to technical
issues) using the collaborative human-human exploratory
JUSThink activity [47]1. A team takes approx. 20-25 minutes
to complete the activity. Our dataset includes 26 multi-
modal behavioral features of learners at team level, sampled
every 10 seconds and stored in the dataset both in their
incremental and non-incremental version, as detailed in
Table 3. Linking with Section 4.1, the features in our dataset
are represented in two ways:

• non-incremental: A non-incremental type would
mean the value of a feature in that particular time
window while

• incremental: an incremental type would mean the
value of a feature until that particular time window.
The incremental type is indicated by an ” inc” at the
end of the feature name.

Hence, this gives us 52 values within each window, for
a total of 5048 windows belonging to 34 teams. Apart from
these 52 values, each window also includes:

• normalized time: this is a feature that represents the
time when this window occurred with respect to the
total duration of the task for a particular team.

• team: the team the window belongs to
• window: the window number within the team
• time in secs: the time in seconds until that window

This dataset [51] also report the absolute, relative, joint-
absolute (i.e. a learning gain that grasps the amount of
knowledge acquired together by the team members during
the activity) learning gains of all students, calculated based
on pre and post-tests; as well as an in-task performance
metric, calculated based on the cost of the solution of the
team w.r.t. the optimal cost. Please note that for each type
of learning gains as well as the performance metric, there
is one value per team. These features are inspired by the
literature in human-robot interaction as well as collabora-
tive learning, to gauge the engagement of students in the
learning process. For extracting facial and gaze features,
we made use of OpenFace [52] while for speech features,
we used the python wrapper for the open source Google
WebRTC VAD. Further details on the features, the tools used
for their extraction, and their rationale are reported in [23]
and [48]. Lastly, please note that we use data from 32 teams
instead of 34 as those 32 teams form the three groups of
learners mentioned previously, in section 3, giving us 4676
windows. This is because the analysis in [23] labelled 32
our of 34 teams belonging to either of the three groups
(Expressive Explorers, Calm Tinkerers, and Silent Wanderers)
while 2 teams did not seem to belong to any group and
were thus discarded from the analysis.

1. This study received the approval of the university’s ethics commit-
tee with reference number HREC No.: 051-2019

5.2 Analysis

5.2.1 Clustering
With the clustering approach we treat learning as a collec-
tion of time-stamped windows using non-incremental features
and assume a direct mapping between behavioural data and
learning. The reasoning behind not treating learning as an
undivided process (sequence as a data point) is because with
26 features per team when the total data points are only 32
would lead to a very complex search space for which the
data would be insufficient. We follow the following steps
for clustering analysis on the data where each window is
considered as a data point:

• We start off with Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) on the normalized features that returns 4
principle components (PCs) which account for ap-
proximately 75 percent variance within features.

• Then, on the 4 PCs, we apply k-mean clustering
where the number of clusters k is given by the inertia
score. Based on this menthod, k=3 is chosen.

• The 3 clusters are shown in Figure9, as a 3D figure
with the first 3 PC’s as the 3 axis, where we perform
statistical tests to identify the significantly distinct
behaviors between the clusters.

5.2.2 Classification
Depending on the classification model employed, classifi-
cation can be considered both as direct mapping or indirect
mapping as first described in Section 4. Furthermore, for
classification, we can treat learning either as a continuous
process or as sequence of time-stamped windows. As for the
evolution of learning, we start off with assuming that it
evolves linearly; hence, one label is returned for each team
indicating if the team is a gainer or a productively engaged
team, i.e., those who end up learning, or a non-gainer team
(non-productively engaged) that is those who do not end
up learning [48]. We use the label both for the full sequence
and for each window in that sequence.

• Regardless whether the entire sequence or a window
is one data point, we feed them as inputs to several
classifiers.

• For each classifier, we tune the parameters by a
grid search. With the best parameters returned, we
perform a k-fold cross validation (k= 5 folds) as well
as generate the accuracy and F1-score for the test set.

• In the latter case when each window is a data point,
we further differentiate while dividing the training
and testing data: windows from all team are randomly
mixed between training and testing data or windows
from some teams are not at all present in the training
data (leave some out strategy).

• Motivated by Section 4, we then test with commonly
employed classifiers such as State Vector Machines
(SVM), Random Forests (RF), K-nearest Neighbors
(KNNs), as well as LSTMs. When using sequences
as data points, we utilize the library tslearn [53] for
SVM and KNN and the library keras [54] for LSTMs.
In the other case, we use classifiers from the sklearn
library [55]. We tested with various forms of LSTMs
such as a vanilla LSTM, stacked LSTM, bi-directional
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LSTM, and multi-step LSTM. For conciseness rea-
sons, we report the results for the best LSTM model
only.

5.2.3 Dynamic Assessment
Going back to our framing of the problem, when learning
is assumed to evolve non-linearly, we highlighted the need
of having a more dynamic assessment and for that, we
proposed a productive engagement score. More precisely,
we generate a linear combination of those features that
are discriminatory between non-gainers and both types of
gainers to give us a productive engagement score PE Score.
The PE Score in itself can either 1) serve as the continuous
quantity a regressor predicts or better even 2) it can stand on
its own because to drive an intervention in an educational
scenario, dynamic assessment by itself can be enough; we
do not need the prediction necessarily. For generating this
Productive Engagement (PE) score:

• We start off with identifying the features that signif-
icantly distinguish both types of gainers from non-
gainers. Tying it to our definition of PE in Section 3,
this links with the quality of interaction.

• We then generate an equation which is a linear
combination of the identified features (S = Speech,
SO = Overlap to Speech Ratio, LP = Long Pauses).
Interestingly, note that while our analysis is multi-
modal, the features that end up being significantly
discriminating between both gainer types and non-
gainers are speech based. Further, the equation is
scaled based on variance analysis done for the two
groups: gainer teams and non-gainer teams. This
variance analysis gives us the contribution of each
feature to the variance in the data.

The PE score is then given as follows:

PE Score = S ∗ α(SO) + β(1− LP )
α+ β

where β = α/2 as LP contributes half as much as SO to
the variance in the data. Furthermore, the signs with SO and
LP in this equation are based on the fact that gainer teams
are linked to higher amount of SO and lower amount of LP
and vice versa. This scaling as well as assigning signs links
back to the quantity of interaction. As mentioned previously,
the PE Score can take a value ∈ [0, 1]. We generate this score
for each time window within a sequence; hence, giving a
sequence of output values for each team. Figures 6, 7, and 8,
in which we analyse our equation, further illustrate how our
proposed equation for the PE Score behaves as a function
of its 3 contributing factors, respectively. As observed in
Figure 6, PE Score is most sensitive to the amount of speech
activity which is a desirable and an expected behavior since
the amount of speech is the basis of all the other features too.
This is illustrated by the lowest values of the PE Score when
the controlling variable is at 0.5 (in the middle sub-figure of
Figure 6) as we traverse through the space with the values
of LP and SO ranging from 0 to 1. Furthermore, Figures 7,
and 8 highlight that the score is positively affected by the
increasing amount of overlaps in the speech of the two
team members and negatively affected by the long pauses
exhibited in the speech, respectively. Note that the effect of

long pauses is lesser than the effect overlaps in the speech
have on the PE Score, as desired. Specifically, this can be
observed clearly when SO is 0 in Figure 7 and LP is 1 in
Figure 8.

Furthermore, we perform three tests to validate if the
score can be considered a legitimate form of evaluating the
productively engaged state of the teams. For the first test, we
do a Kruskal Wallis analysis between the averages of the
PE Scores as well as all the points in a PE Score sequence for
all the gainer teams verses the non-gainer teams. Secondly,
we generate a Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) distance
matrix where the DTW distance is calculated between the
PE Score sequence of each team with every other team.
This DTW distance matrix is then given as an input to
hierarchical agglomerative clustering to see if the gainer and
non-gainer teams are clustered separately indicating that the
PE Score sequences of gainer teams are different than those
of the non-gainer teams. As a third test, we do a Kruskal
Wallis test between the DTW distances of every gainer team
1) with every non-gainer team and 2) with every gainer
team, as well as between the DTW distances of every non-
gainer team 1) with every gainer team and 2) with every
non-gainer team.

Lastly, notice that while the PE labels incorporate in-
formation from all modalities (audio, video and logs), the
PE score is reduced to one modality (speech), as it aims
to incorporate only necessary and sufficient information to
discriminate the desired engagement making it computa-
tionally lighter in real-time.

6 RESULTS

6.1 Clustering
The clustering provided 3 clusters as shown in Figure 9.
Upon inspection, utilizing Kruskal-Wallis test to identify the
significantly different behaviors in each pair of clusters, we
find that cluster C2 is significantly different from the other
two in terms of the amount of speech (Speech Activity) and
speech overlap (Speech Overlap), with the values for both
features being significantly lower in this cluster than in the
other two C 0 and C 1.

• For C 2: Speech Activity = 0.302, Speech Overlap =
0.132

• For C 0: Speech Activity = 0.583, Speech Overlap =
0.443

• For C 1: Speech Activity = 0.479, Speech Overlap =
0.325

C2 is also associated with lower average normalized
time (For C 2: 0.357) relative to the other two clusters (For
C 0: 0.577 and for C 1: 0.523) indicating that most of the
data points in this cluster occur at an earlier point in time
in the interaction. Lastly, most data points in this cluster are
contributed by the non-gainer teams. Please note that the
values for all features are normalized and hence lie within
the range [0,1].

6.2 Classification Models
6.2.1 Sequence as a data point
In this case, we have n = 34. The accuracy and F1-scores
for both the validation and test sets can be seen in Table 4.
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Fig. 6: Behavior of the proposed PE Score when keeping speech level at 0, 0.5 and 1, respectively
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Fig. 7: Behavior of the proposed PE Score when keeping the Overlap to Speech Ratio level at 0, 0.5 and 1, respectively
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Fig. 8: Behavior of the proposed PE Score when keeping the Long Pauses level at 0, 0.5 and 1, respectively

We observe that SVM and KNN perform similarly on the
test set, with an accuracy of 0.75 and an F1-score of 0.69.
While the results appear to be good, upon closer inspection
it becomes evident that the two gainer classes (Expressive Ex-
plorers and Calm Tinkerers, which constitute about 80 percent
of the total teams) are identified correctly, while the non-
gainer class, Silent Wanderers, is almost always misclassified.
It is also interesting to notice that, contrary to expectation,
the results with LSTM variants on sequence data is never
above 0.60 both in terms of accuracy as well as F1-score.
This may be due to our dataset being too small for a complex

model such as LSTMs.

6.2.2 Each time window in a sequence as a data point
When treating each window from the 34 sequences as a data
point, we end up with n = 4676. Table 5 and Table 6 show
results for both the validation and test sets when using non-
incremental and incremental type features, respectively.

As shown in Table 5, the classification results with non-
incremental features seem to be marginally better when
the data is randomly mixed compared to the leave some out
situation, albeit being generally poor. This suggests that
when the classifier has seen some windows of from a team,
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TABLE 4: Classification Results I for when we consider each sequence as a data point. Please note that there is one
multi-variate sequence per team

n=32 sequences

Classifier k-fold cross-validation test-set

Accuracy F1-score Accuracy F1-score

SVM 0.75 0.73 0.75 0.69
KNN 0.83 0.80 0.75 0.69

Multi-step LSTM 0.54 0.36 0.57 0.51

Fig. 9: k-means clustering on the principle components
generated from the behavioural windows.

TABLE 5: Classification Results II for when we consider each
window (non-incremental) in a sequence as a data point

n=4676 windows

Classifier k-fold cross-validation test-set

Accuracy F1-score Accuracy F1-score

Randomly mixed

SVM 0.60 0.60 0.59 0.59
KNN 0.66 0.64 0.65 0.65

RF 0.60 0.58 0.61 0.61

Leave some out

SVM 0.59 0.59 0.60 0.60
KNN 0.67 0.66 0.59 0.59

RF 0.62 0.61 0.55 0.55

TABLE 6: Classification Results III for when we consider
each window (incremental) in a sequence as a data point

n=4676 windows

Classifier k-fold cross-validation test-set

Accuracy F1-score Accuracy F1-score

Randomly mixed

SVM 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98
KNN 1 1 1 1

RF 0.99 0.99 1 1

Leave some out

SVM 0.98 0.98 0.74 0.75
KNN 1 1 0.78 0.78

RF 0.99 1 0.60 0.59

it is able to recognize and thus better classify new incoming
windows from the same team. With incremental features,
the results improve drastically (see Table 6) for the randomly
mixed case. Upon inspection, it is realized that this is due to
the incremental nature of the features. One can attribute this
to the closeness between values in the windows as the features
are incremental as well as the fact that the training set has
windows from all teams. However, in the leave some out case,
this property cannot be taken advantage of as the teams
in the test set do not appear in the training set nor in the
validation test. In this case, the performance is still higher
than when using non-incremental data.

6.3 PE score

In Figure 10, we show the PE Score of two random teams
from the gainers and the non-gainers group. In general
going over all 32 teams, we see a positive slope indicat-
ing that the PE Score increases as the interaction proceeds.
This is suggestive of more speech overlap among the team
members as well as lesser number of long pauses, as the
interaction unfolds. Another observation is that generally
the slope is more steep for the non-gainer teams. This
suggests that with time, the non-gainer teams exhibited
a more contrasting behavior with regards to their speech
behavior compared to how they were at the beginning of
the interaction.

In addition to these qualitative observations, as men-
tioned in Section 5.2.3, we perform 3 validation tests of the
PE Score.

6.3.1 Validation test 1
For the first test, we do a Kruskal Wallis analysis between
the averages of the PE Scores for the gainer (G) and non-
gainer (NG) teams (G vs NG) as well as all the points in
a PE Score sequence for the gainer teams versus the non-
gainer teams (G vs NG), denoted as test 1a and test 1b,
respectively, in Table. 7. In both cases, we get statistically
significant results.

6.3.2 Validation test 2
As our second validation test, we perform a hierarchical
agglomerative clustering technique on a 32 x 32 DTW dis-
tance matrix where the DTW distance is calculated between
the PE Score sequence of each team with every other team.
As shown in Figure 11, we observe one of the team being
clustered separately and all others being clustered into two
clusters when the threshold, minimum distance required to
be a separate cluster, is set between the values of 6 and 8
on the y-axis. On closer inspection, we observe that all the
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Fig. 10: Raw PE scores for two random gainer (top) and non-gainer teams (bottom)

TABLE 7: Validation test 1: Kruskal Wallis tests for the
averages (test 1a) as well as for all the points (test 1b) in
PE score sequences of the gainers (G) and non-gainers (NG)

test 1a

Group mean standard deviation n

G 0.40 0.09 26
NG 0.23 0.03 6

p-value= 0.000353

test 1b

Group mean standard deviation n

G 0.40 0.18 3741
NG 0.23 0.15 935

p-value= 4.823950e−140

teams from the non-gainer group are present in the same
cluster (smaller cluster on the left). One of the gainer teams
is clustered together with the non-gainer teams, which indi-
cates the need to be careful of outliers.

6.3.3 Validation test 3
Lastly, we again employ Kruskal Wallis, with test 3a being
done between the DTW distances of every gainer team 1)
with ever non-gainer team (NG) and 2) with every gainer
team (G) while test 3b is done between the DTW distances of
every non-gainer team 1) with every gainer team (G) and 2)
with every non-gainer team (NG). The results are shown in
Table. 8, and similar to test 1, we find statistically significant
results in both.

Based on the results of the 3 validation tests, we can
conclude that 1) the PE Scores of the gainer and non-gainer
teams are significantly different, 2) clustering based on the
DTW distance between the PE Score sequences of the teams

Fig. 11: Two clusters returned by agglomerative clustering
where the numbers on the x-axis represent the team index.
The smaller cluster on the left consists all of the non-gainer
teams

divides non-gainers and gainers in two separate groups
indicating that indeed the way the PE Score of the gainers
evolves is different from that of non-gainers, and 3) the
DTW distance between each gainer team with a non-gainer
team PE Score is significantly different than the DTW dis-
tance between each gainer team with another gainer team.

7 DISCUSSION

The clustering analysis provides us meaningful represen-
tations of behaviors and how these representations link
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TABLE 8: Validation test 3: Kruskal Wallis tests between the
DTW distances of gainers (G) with the two groups (test 3a)
as well as the non-gainers (NG) with the two groups (test
3b)

test 3a

Group mean standard deviation n

NG 1.51 0.46 676
G 1.69 0.54 156

p-value= 0.000134

test 3b

Group mean standard deviation n

G 1.69 0.54 156
NG 1.01 0.47 36

p-value= 5.897200e−15

with learning. However, such direct mapping still comes with
limitations when aiming to assess the productively engaged
state of the learners, such as the need to set an upper bound
on the number of clusters. The insights provided by these
methods regarding the learning process, however, can still
be leveraged when building an intervention strategy.

Classification methods, falling under direct mapping as
well as indirect mapping, can be used in real-time to assess
learners. Classifiers that take a full sequence as an input,
by their nature, may not be very effective when trying to
predict early on in the interaction if the team would end
up as a productively engaged team or not, since the model is
trained on long sequences encapsulating the entire interac-
tion. However, this limitation can be overcome by treating
learning as a sequence of time-stamped windows as shown with
both the incremental and non-incremental features when as-
suming that learning evolves linearly. Indeed, such methods
can go as far as predicting where the team will end up
(gainer or non-gainer) given their current behavior. When
assuming that learning evolves non-linearly, we can use a
regressor instead in the same way to predict a continuous
quantity, for example, a Productive Engagement score. This
can enable to better predict the current state of the learners;
however, to drive the intervention, we do not necessarily
need this prediction, but in fact just the dynamic assessment
itself,i.e., generating the score directly, can be sufficient. This
is to say that we get the same outcomes but without having
to put up with the computational cost of regression in real-
time as that cost would still be more compared to a linear
equation that generates the score directly. Hence, we did
not train regressors. The validation analyses conducted on
the PE Score allow us to conclude that it can serve as an
efficient, fast and lightweight way of tracking the teams’
“Productive Engagement” state, that can serve as the first
indicator of when and whether an intervention as it has
the ability to discriminate between moments that might be
productively engaging versus those that are not.

8 CONCLUSION

This is a methodology paper where we first investigate
how real-time metrics allowing a robot to assess whether
learners are engaged in meaningful learning behaviors can
be constructed, using the Productive Engagement framework

as a reference. Secondly, we implement several data-driven
methodologies for the computation of such Productive En-
gagement metrics, among which the Productive Engagement
score. These methods are then evaluated on a publicly
available dataset.

Our key findings and take-away conclusions can be
summarised as follows. Firstly, the quantity and quality
of speech is sufficient for assessing Productive Engagement,
implying that we could use simpler uni-modal features
instead of multi-modal features with great computational
benefits for real-time systems. Secondly, teams change over
the course of their interaction, i.e., they alternate moments
of high productive engagement with moments of low (or
lower) productive engagement. A system that is to pro-
vide effective interventions is more concerned with when
the team is not productively engaged. As highlighted in
our results section, such dynamics are surfaced in the PE
score, unlike methods relying on the PE labels where the
prediction is about what the team may end up being instead
of what they are in the moment. At the same time, the PE
labels can indicate which of the three identified groups a
team may belong to, while the PE score does not provide
that information. Lastly, following the previous point and
considering the requirements of an intervention system, one
can build systems that only assesses the PE score, or only
predicts the PE label, or does both. This choice would then
affect the computational cost of the system accordingly.

We emphasize here that our focus when developing
the Productive Engagement score is not to give a complete
representation of what learning looks like in this multi-
modal open-ended collaborative activity context, but rather
provide with what is necessary or sufficient to allow the robot
to guide its actions, i.e., when the robot should intervene.
With this information at hand, the next questions would
then be what suggestions should the robot provide to the
learners when it identifies their PE score to be low. Eventu-
ally, the idea is for a social robot to use this information with
an action selection algorithm and then test the effectiveness
of its interventions in a user study. The new data can also
be used to further refine our PE metrics as the current char-
acterization is limited both in terms of data availability (the
more the teams, the better) as well as data imbalance (our
data includes fewer non-gainer teams than gainer teams).
Furthermore, for the purpose of generalization, there is a
need to perform similar analyses and validation with other
open ended educational activities.
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